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SECTION - A (Question 1 is compulsory)

(5)

(3)

(i) Draw Plan and section of a surface Coal mine pit practising back filling.

(ii) Draw an echelon blast pattern for three rows, 10 holes/row staggered
holes, where 17 ms NONELs are used as surface connection and 400 ms
as DTH.

(iii)Calculate and Draw the cross section of a blast hole for Burden = 3m
spacing = 3.5 m bench height =10 m subgrade drill =1 m, hole dia = 120
mrn, powder factor = 1.5 m3/kg. Also calculate mention the linear charge
concentration if the sp. gr. of explosive is 1.2.

(iv) Define drilling factor? Calculate drilling factor for the above Qino (iii).

(v) Enumerates the essential components of a mine closure plan.

(vi) Write down the safety features required to eliminate the chances of head
on collision in haul road.

(vii) Draw and explain the method of dimensional stone mining using wire
saw cutter.
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(3)

(3)
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2 A coal mine authority decided to outsource the coal excavation by surface (20)
miner. The planned length of the bench is 1000 m and it is desired that the
sub-contractor should operate its machine in turn back with conveyor loading
mode of operation. If the desired machine is of model K304 (price Rs. 5 crore
) which comprises the cutting drum of 3.0 m width; cutting depth of 0.3 m;
cutting speed 25 m/min and diesel consumption of 80 litlhr. if the dumper
capacity is 15 m' and operator may take 30 second to replace a dumper for
loading, then prepare a possible quotation for the tender (i.e cost of
excavation) in terms of Rs/ 1113. Assume the other required relevant data for
the calculation.



Further, if the mine authority provides a bench length of 100 m instead of I000
m determine what rate of compensation (in Rs/rn") should be asked by the
subcontractor?
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OR

A mine has been designed to produce 10000 ton/day with a stripping ratio of (20»
2 m3/ton of ore. It is expected that daily one blast round in ore and one blast
round in OB will be taken. The established blast designs are-

All are In Burden
m-7

Spacing Sub-drilling Bench height

Ore 2.5 3.5 8

Overburden 3.5 104.5

If the drill dia is 125 mm in both the cases then Establish the blast pattern for
both the blast round using surface and DTH NONEL only (must draw the
pattern). Also determine the blasting cost separately for ore and OB. Consider
SP. Gravity of ore = 2 (assume other relevant data if required)

[you may neglect the cost pertaining to owning the explosive van]

SECTION - B (Answer question number 10 and any four from the rest of the questions)

3

A shovel of 6 m ' capacity is employed in an opencast project. Estimate the
capacity of the dumper required for the purpose, given that:

Dumper to be filled by the shovel in 6 passes

Bucket fill factor of shovel: 0.75

Bulk density of material: 1.7 tlm3

Pay load of 25 t dumper: 22.7 t

Pay load of 35 t dumper: 32 t

Pay load of 50 t dumper: 45.5 t

Also estimate the cycle time of the dumper if the haul road distance is 3 km,
average speed of the dumper is 35 kmph, dumper take 50 s to discharge the
material, 30 s to manoeuvre near the shovel, and the cycle time of the shovel
is 30 s.

What are the factors considered in selecting a method for ore reserve
estimation? Give an outline of the procedure of reserve computation.

OR

If a site has mineable coal seam of thickness 15 m with a gradient of 5 degree
at a depth of 100 meters to produce at a rate of 4 Mte per year for 20 years.
Explain what are the environmental and safety related matters must be
considered so that the mining work can get the necessary licensees to operate.
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In working with a shovel in a surface mine over developed seam, the shovel I
got sunk about 1.75 m in a gallery in a seam developed in horizons system of I
mining. There was water level in the workings along the 4 km strike. Above;
the water level, all the galleries had active fire, hence lowering of water level I
meant extension of fire in the dip side but to facilitate extraction of more coal
some of which was heated, of course. The shovel was so sunk that one of its
truck pads was on a pillar and the other one was in gallery, full of water. It
resulted because of crushing of 0.5 m feet to 0.75 m of coal parting above the
gallery.

For this conditions discuss what are the challenges in handling the situation? I
Describe how you will retrieve the shovel. Draw necessary sketches to II

explain your approach.

Consider a 08 dump formed by dragline in a coal mine is of about 60m height.
How the factor of safety of the slope is determined for such slopes. Draw a
schematic diagram to suggest a slope stabilization measure for this dump.

I
I
!

Classify the types of spoil dumps and describe the long term sustainable:
reclamation/ dumping techniques based on environmentally sound practices

OR
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What are the common defects of the mine haul roads? Discuss the
characteristics of safe haul road. Draw necessary sketches to support your
answer.

Describe with necessary diagrams the main requirements of a productive haul I
road.
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Specify under what conditions CSMsare applicable and what are their advantages 1
and disadvantages compared to BWE operations and to cyclicmethods of surface '
minng

Write down the title of the mini-project that you have carried out for learning
surface mining operations.

Discuss your objectives and achievements. Suggest how can you improve the
results of your mini project.
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